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Echo threshold increases with exposure to redundant trains of stimuli. Three experiments were 
conducted to test the hypothesis that a change in the ongoing train would affect listeners' 
perception of the echo, but only if it signified an unusual change in room acoustics. The stimulus 
train was composed of 4-ms narrow-band noise bursts, with the leading sound from a 
loudspeaker placed 45 ø left of midline and the lagging sound or simulated echo from 45 ø right, 
delivered in an anechoic chamber. The lagging sound in the test noise, which followed the train 
after a 750-ms pause, came randomly from loudspeakers at 35 ø or 55 ø right, and the listener's 
task was to choose which position 'the echo came from on each trial. In experiment 1 the delay 
between onsets of the leading and lagging bursts was varied between train and test bursts, which 
simulated a sudden movement of the reflecting surface either toward the listener (if the delay of 
the test burst was shorter than the train) or away (if the delay was longer). In both cases 
listeners detected the echo's direction more easily, compared to trials when there was no change 
between train and test burst delays. In order to check whether any change between train and test 
bursts would increase echo discriminability, experiment 2 varied frequency and experiment 3 
varied intensity. These variations were not expected to affect the echo's detectability because 
such changes signify that the oribdnal sound changed in these characteristics and the echo 
reflected these changes. These events are highly probable in the listener's everyday experience 
because sound sources (and their reflections) typically vary in frequency and intensity content 
from moment to moment. As predicted, echo detectability in experiments 2 and 3 was not 
affected by whether the test noise bursts' frequency or intensity was the same as the train's or 
was varied. The results from all three experiments were interpreted in terms of listeners' 
expectations about echoes. It is proposed that echoes provide information about room acoustics, 
which the listener picks up during the ongoing sound and uses to form expectations about what 
will be heard. When expectations are violated by changes in the echo, this disruption can be seen 
in a lowering of echo threshold, relative to the "built-up" threshold when expectations are 
fulfilled. 

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Mk[HSC] 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the basic problems in psychological acoustics is 
understanding how listeners are capable of separating com- 
plex acoustic waves arriving at the two ears into discrete 
auditory events. In the natural listening environment sev- 
eral sound sources and their reflections may propagate 
complex waveforms, resulting in an intricate array of sig- 
nals arriving at the ears. The auditory system's job is to 
untangle these complex waveforms into simpler compo- 
nents, assigning each to their respective auditory events. 
Those components assigned to the same auditory event, 
such as a clock ticking or a dog barking. are localized 
together in the same place, while locations of the associated 
reflected sounds are ignored. The general problem of how 
extremely ambiguous signals arriving at the ears get orga- 
nized into a stable, sensible "auditory scene" has been de- 

scribed at length in two recent books, Bregman's Auditor), 
Scene Analysis (1990) and Handel's Listening (1989; see: 
especially Chaps. 3 and 7). Our research concerns a par-. 
ticular aspect of this problem, namely how the reflected 
sounds come to be treated as part of the original signal. 
rather than as separate acoustic events. 

Sound produced in an enclosed space inevitably (un-. 
less the room is anechoic) produces reflections off sur-. 
rounding surfaces such as walls, ceilings, floors, and nearby' 
objects. These reflections or echoes color the original sound 
and enhance its loudness, but they are not identified as. 
separate sounds from new sources unless the delay between 
original sound and echo is quite long. This phenomenon 
has been variously called the precedence effect, the Haas 
effect, and Law of the First Wave Front, to emphasize the 
greater weight given to the directional information in the 
first wave that strikes the ears (Gardner, 1968). The pre- 
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cedenee effect has often been described as an echo suppres- 
sion mechanism (Green, 1976; Mills, 1972; Moore, 1989) 
because of its apparent utility in enhancing the location of 
the preceding original sound at the expense of localizing 
the delayed echoes. The strength of the lead's temporal 
advantage is surprisingly strong; even when the echo is 
produced at the same intensity as the leading sound, the 
listener will localize the sound at the leading site (Wallach 
et al., 1949). It should be emphasized that echoes do con- 
tribute to localization by pulling the apparent sound source 
in the direction of the echo (Hartmann, 1983). Perrott 
et al. (1989) found that listeners could discriminate azi- 
muthal shifts in the position of the echo because of its 
influence on the fused sound image. Thus it is incorrect to 
think of echo suppression as the elimination of the echo's 
influence; rather, we use the term to refer to the listener's 
state when a delayed sound is below echo threshold. Echo 
threshold is defined as the shortest delay at which the echo 
is perceived as a separate sound, coming from a different 
location, and no longer fused with the original sound 
(Blauert, 1983, pp. 224-225). 

One obvious hypothesis about how the brain might 
accomplish echo suppression can be rejected. It seems in- 
tuitively reasonable that the brain might run a cross cor- 
relation to check on whether the delayed sound is an exact 
copy of the original sound coming from a different loca- 
tion. Detection of a mismatch in temporal and spectral 
qualities would lead to rejection of the delayed sound as an 
echo because it would be highly unlikely that two identical 
sounds would originate from two different sources in close 
temporal relationship. Nonidentical lead and lag sounds 
would indicate that the delayed sound should be treated as 
a new source. However, the physics of how sound behaves 
in enclosed spaces preclude such an easy solution. Rarely 
are echoes exact copies of the original sound. Sound re- 
fleeted from walls and ceilings is not "mirrored" in the way 
light reflected off a mirror represents the original image in 
accurate detail. A more likely analogy is an image reflected 
from a wavy glass pane or a dark metal surface because 
reflecting surfaces in rooms distort the wave and absorb 
low and high frequencies differentially. Echoes that are 
filtered and distorted versions of the original sound still get 
suppressed. What possible commonalities between the orig- 
inal signal and the echo must be present in order for the 
system to designate a delayed sound to be an echo rather 
than a different sound source? Remarkably few experi- 
ments have been done on this question. Zurek (1980) dis- 
covered that brief bursts of uncorrelated noise would show 

echo suppression. Echo suppression is possible even when 
spectra of lead and lag signals do not overlap. Blauert and 
Divenyi (1988) and Divenyi (1992) reported that low- 
frequency signals suppressed high-frequency echoes better 
than the reverse. Clifton et al. (1989) found no asymmetry 
in echo suppression when stimuli were balanced in SPL for 
low-frequency domination over high frequencies in deter- 
mining localization. However, all of these studies agree 
that the echo does not have to be an exact copy of the 
original sound; on the contrary, lag can differ spectrally 
from lead in dramatic ways and still be suppressed. 

In a series of experiments we have investigated a phe- 
nomenon we refer to as "buildup" in echo suppression. 
When a train of clicks is presented from two loudspeakers 
with one onset lagging the other by a few ms, the listener 
hears both clicks initially, each localized at their respective 
locations. As the train continues the delayed click fades 
and only the leading click is perceived at its location (Clif- 
ton, 1987; Clifton and Freyman, 1989). We have concep- 
tualized this process as a "buildup" in suppression that 
takes place over time as the ongoing click train supplies 
increasing information about the leading and lagging 
sounds. The result of this changing suppression is to raise 
echo threshold at the end of the click train several ms 

above what it would be for a single click pair (Freyman 
et al., 1991). Many factors contribute to this process. The 
delay between loudspeaker onsets is critical because the 
buildup only occurs in the region of the echo threshold. 
Very short delays (2-3 ms) produce immediate suppres- 
sion and longer delays (> 10-15 ms, depending on the 
subject and stimulus) produce no suppression. In the latter 
case the echo is heard initially and continues to be heard, 
indicating the delayed sound is above echo threshold (Clif- 
ton and Freyman, 1989). Number of clicks in the train is a 
crucial parameter, but not rate at which clicks are deliv- 
ered (Freyman et al., 1991, experiment 1 ). The presence of 
the echo during the click train is necessary to produce the 
buildup; preceding a lead-lag click pair by a train of clicks 
from a single loudspeaker does not produce suppression of 
the echo click. The train must be composed of lead and lag 
clicks before buildup is seen (Freyman et al., 1991, exper- 
iment 3). When the lagging click is below echo threshold, 
switching the location of lead and lag clicks in the middle 
of the train appears to "reset" the system, so that the echo 
is heard immediately after the switch (Clifton, 1987; Clif- 
ton and Freyman, 1989). All of these findings suggest that 
"new" information, in the form of either the sudden intro- 
duction of an echo where none had been previously or a 
sudden switch in spatial location of the echo, may be the 
critical feature in lowering echo threshold back to the un- 
adapted level. Conversely, redundant information in an on- 
going click train increases echo threshold. 

The above description of the buildup process suggests 
listeners have expectations about what reasonable echoes 
might be. These expectations are most likely based on the 
listener's accumulated experience in highly variable acous- 
tic environments as well as the transitory auditory infor- 
mation present at the moment and specific to the listener's 
current acoustic environment. The acoustic characteristics 

of the delayed sounds inform the listener about the reflect- 
ing surfaces in the room; this is a rapid, automatic, and 
unconscious process. If neither the listener nor the objects 
in the room are moving, the listener would expect a stable 
acoustic environment with predictable echoes. A reason- 
able hypothesis about these expectations is that changes in 
echoes from the reflecting surfaces that are apt to be expe- 
rienced in everyday life will not disrupt echo suppression, 
but changes that are improbable will disrupt the process. 
In the present experiments our procedure was to present a 
train of noise pairs that preceded a single test noise pair 
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that varied from the train in lead-lag delay, frequency, or 
intensity. If echo suppression was disrupted, listeners were 
expected to respond to the test noise as though there had 
been no preceding train. That is, discriminability of the 
echo's location would be similar to a control condition in 

which an isolated test noise pair was presented. If echo 
suppression held despite the difference between train and 
test noise, echo discrimination was expected to be similar 
to the condition where train and test noises were the same. 

I. EXPERIMENT 1. CHANGING THE DELAY BETWEEN 
NOISE TRAIN AND TEST NOISE PAIR 

If the test noise has a different delay between leading 
and lagging sounds compared to the preceding noise train, 
this simulates a quick movement of the reflecting surface. 
This manipulation was expected to violate the listener's 
expectations because such a movement would be highly 
unlikely. If a click train began with a certain delay between 
leading and lagging sounds, then the delay suddenly 
changed, this would signify that the reflecting surface ei- 
ther moved abruptly toward the listener (if the delay was 
shortened) or away (if the delay was lengthened). In ei- 
ther case, because the shift in delay would indicate a highly 
improbable change in the echo, the listener is likely to 
conclude that a new sound source is present rather than the 
same echo continuing. This violation in expectation would 
result in a lowering of echo threshold for the click pair 
with the aberrant delay. 

A. Method 

1. Stimuli and apparatus 

The stimuli presented during both the conditioning 
train and test burst were 4-ms segments of computer- 
generated white noise shaped with 2-ms linear rise/fall 
times. Each token in the train, as well as the test burst, was 
randomly selected from a longer (400 ms) sample of noise. 
Each burst was presented from two channels of a 16-bit 
D/A converter (TTES QDA1) with a specified delay to 
the right channel. The outputs of the two signal channels 
were low-pass filtered at 8500 Hz (TTE J1390), attenuated 
(TTES PAT1), amplified (NAD 2100), multiplexed 
(TTE AMUXI ) and connected to a set of matched loud- 
speakers (Realistic Minimus 7) situated in a 4.9 mX4.1 
m X 3.12 m anechoic chamber. The floor, ceiling, and walls 
of the chamber were lined with 0.72-m foam wedges. Sub- 
jects sat near the center of the room with a total of four 
loudspeakers situated at 45 ø left and 35 ø, 45 ø, and 55 ø right 
of midline at a distance of 1.9 m. The center of the loud- 

speakers was 1.04 m above the wire mesh floor of the ane- 
choic chamber, the approximate height of the typical sub- 
ject's ears while seated in the chair. The stimulus level was 
measured by presenting trains of noise bursts at a rate of 
four bursts/s. With the microphone placed at the position 
of the center of the listener's head, and the meter response 
of a B & K 2204 SLM set on the "fast" meter response, the 
measured level was approximately 50 dBC, although there 
were slight variations from token to token. 

2. Procedures 

On each trial the test burst was presented from the left 
(lead) loudspeaker, and a delayed copy presented from 
either the 35 ø or the 55 ø lag loudspeaker in the right hem•- 
field. The subjects' task was to report, by pressing the ap- 
propriate key on a response box held on the lap, which of 
these two lag loudspeakers presented the delayed sound. 
Performance on this discrimination task has been shown to 

be highly correlated with subjective echo thresholds (Frey- 
man et al., 1991, experiment 3). Correct-answer feedback 
was provided on every trial by illuminating the appropriate 
light on the button panel. Subjects were instructed to face 
directly ahead, but were not physically restrained in any 
way. In all but one condition the test burst was preceded by 
a train of nine bursts presented at four bursts/s. During the 
train the lead sound was presented from the loudspeaker at 
45 ø left and the lag sound was from the middle (45 ø ) lag 
loudspeaker on the right. The train was followed by a brief 
silent interval of 750 ms, and then the test burst was pre- 
sented with the lag sound shifting left or right. 

The delay of the lag sound during the test burst was 
determined individually for each subject from preliminary 
testing with an isolated test burst that had no preceding 
train (the "no conditioner" or NC condition). The goal of 
the preliminary testing was to find a delay that produced 
reasonably good, though not perfect, performance on the 
NC condition. Good performance on this condition would 
allow us to evaluate the degree to which the task was made 
more difficult when the test burst was preceded by the 
conditioning trains. For most subjects, the appropriate de- 
lay for the NC condition was found using an adaptive 
three-down one-up procedure which estimated 79.4% cor- 
rect on the psychometric function (Levitt, 1971), corre- 
sponding to a d' of approximately 1.63. The correct lag 
loudspeaker was either at 35 ø or 55 ø, each with 50% prob- 
ability. During the adaptive run the step size on the delay 
of test burst was 3 ms. The adaptive tracking progressed 
through a total of 12 reversals, the last eight of which were 
averaged to estimate threshold. Final thresholds were 
taken as the mean of three adaptive runs. 

During the main part of the experiment the test burst 
delay was fixed for all conditions at a value I ms higher 
than the adaptive threshold (rounded to the nearest ms) to 
ensure that performance would be sufficiently high. For 
one subject (RLF), for whom adaptive thresholds were 
not obtained, the desired test burst delay was estimated 
from the results of a previous experiment in which discrim- 
ination performance had been evaluated using fixed trial 
blocks at various delays. All subjects also had adaptive 
runs with conditioning trains of nine bursts preceding the 
test burst pair. A comparison of these runs with the NC 
runs indicated that all subjects showed buildup; that is, 
they had lower thresholds in the NC condition than in the 
conditioning train procedure. 

A blocked procedure was used to evaluate discrimina- 
tion performance for the test burst as a function of the 
delay during the conditioning train. The conditioning train 
delays included the test burst delay and at least two shorter 
and three longer delays. For most subjects these delays 
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FIG. 1. Performance of five subjects on a task where delay of the test 
noise burst was held constant and delay of the preceding train of noise 
bursts was varied. Discriminability of the echo when not preceded by a 
train is indicated by the isolated open diamond. The delay for this con- 
dition varied among subjects because it was based on each individual's 
echo threshold. Immediately below each diamond is the condition in 
which a train of the same delay as the test burst preceded it. Surrounding 
this point are the conditions when the train delay was either shorter or 
longer than the test burst delay. 

were at intervals of 3 ms, but for two subjects DDM and 
ARS, intervals were 2 ms because of their short test delay 
(6 ms). The conditioning train delay was fixed within a 
block of 20 trials. The lag test burst originated from 35 ø 
during ten randomly selected trials, and from 55 ø during 
the other ten. Subjects heard all conditions three times in a 
random order, with the constraint that all conditions were 
presented before any were repeated. Thus, measurement of 
discrimination performance for each subject was based on 
60 total trials for each condition. Finally, three 20-trial 
blocks of the NC condition were run after the other testing 
was completed for comparison with the test burst train 
conditions and to ensure that performance on the test burst 
delay presented in isolation had not changed. 

3. Subjects 

Five normal-hearing listeners participated. All listen- 
ers had pure-tone air conduction thresholds less than or 
equal to 15 dB HL (re: ANSI, 1969) at 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 
3.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 kHz, and had no more than a 10-dB 
difference between the ears at any test frequency. Three of 
the five subjects (RLF, ARS, JEH) had recently partici- 
pated in previous research involving similar tasks. The 
other two listeners were given a minimum of 3-h practice 
before any data were collected. 

B. Results 

Data for the five subjects are displayed in Fig. 1, where 
discrimination performance is plotted as a function of the 

lag-burst delay during the conditioning train. Data for the 
NC (test burst in isolation) condition are shown as dia- 
monds and indicate the test burst delay used for individual 
subjects. The difference between each diamond and the 
circle immediately below it shows that performance de- 
creased when the test burst was preceded by a conditioning 
train having the same delay as the test burst. This demon- 
strates what has been termed the "buildup" of echo sup- 
pression (Clifton and Freyman, 1989). For all subjects the 
poorest discrimination performance occurred when condi- 
tioning and test burst delays coincided. The task became 
easier when the conditioning train delay was moved either 
above or below the test burst delay, although there were 
some differences in the shapes of the functions, particularly 
at the longer delays. Improved performance at the higher 
and lower delays, when compared with the control condi- 
tion of the same delay for train and test bursts, suggests 
that the buildup of echo suppression was reduced or absent 
when conditioning and test bursts had different delays. 

An increase or decrease in the train burst delay rela- 
tive to test delay simulated a significant movement of the 
reflecting surface. For example, subject RLF's test burst 
delay was always 9 ms. If the preceding train delay was 3 
ms, this shift simulated a jump of the reflecting surface 
from about I m away from the subject to about 2 m away. 
Likewise, this subject would experience a surface that "ad- 
vanced" toward him from an original position of 3.2 m 
(train delay of 15 ms) to 2 m (test burst at 9 ms). We 
hypothesized that either of these changes presented the 
listener with an improbable perceptual event involving rap- 
idly moving surfaces, which would lead to an alternative 
conclusion that the test burst echo was produced by a new 
sound source from a new location. In other words, the test 
burst echo would not be perceived as a reflection of the 
original sound and, therefore, would not be suppressed by 
the buildup process of the preceding train. 

II. EXPERIMENT 2. CHANGES IN FREQUENCY 
BETWEEN TRAIN AND TEST NOISE BURSTS 

An alternative explanation of the above findings is that 
any change between the train and test bursts would pro- 
duce a disruption in buildup of echo suppression. Our hy- 
pothesis is that only changes that are improbable will dis- 
rupt the process. Variations in frequency and intensity 
should not disrupt echo suppression because such changes 
would simulate a change in the output of the original 
sound source, with both source and echo remaining in the 
same locations. This circumstance is encountered every 
day; in fact, sounds that exactly repeat are fairly infrequent 
in natural circumstances. A shift in frequency or intensity 
between train and test noise would signal that the original 
sound had simply changed in frequency or intensity, and 
the echo reflected this change. Echo threshold for the test 
noise should not be different from a train-test sequence that 
maintained the same frequency and intensity. In experi- 
ment 2 we compared echo threshold for a test noise pre- 
sented in isolation versus a test noise preceded by a train 
that was either the same frequency or was different from 
the test noise. A test noise delay was selected for each 
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subject such that the echo was easily discriminable when 
presented in isolation. We predicted that echo discrim- 
inability at this test noise delay would always be more 
difficult when preceded by a train, and that variations in 
frequency between train and test stimuli would not disrupt 
the suppression that resulted in an increased threshold. 

A. Method 

1. Stimuli and apparatus 

The stimuli were narrow-band noises wiith bandwidths 

of 300 Hz and center frequencies of either 450 or 950 Hz. 
These frequencies were chosen because they are both in the 
low range (under 1500 Hz), close enough in frequency to 
have similar base line echo thresholds but far enough apart 
to be easily discriminable. The noises were digitized from 
the output of a sine-random generator (B &: K type 1024) 
using a 16-bit A/D converter (TTES QAD1 ) running at 
20 kHz. Approximately 415 ms of digitized noise was 
stored for each frequency. As in experiment 1, 4-ms seg- 
ments of the noise were extracted randomly from longer 
noise segments, then were shaped with 2-ms linear rise/fall 
times for presentation during the experiment. The stimulus 
delivery apparatus was the same as in experiment 1. Stim- 
ulus level for both noise frequencies was 53 dBC on the 
"fast" meter response of a B & K sound level meter at the 
position of the listener's head. 

2. Procedures 

Using the identical forced choice procedure as in ex- 
periment 1, six experimental conditions we:re tested, three 
in which the test burst was the low-frequency noise and 
three in which the test burst was the high-frequency noise. 
The test burst was presented either in isolation or was 
preceded by a train consisting of nine noise bursts pre- 
sented at four bursts/s. The noise bursts during the train 
were either the low- or high-frequency noise. Thus for the 
low-frequency test burst, the conditions were (1) no pre- 
ceding train (NC LOW), (2) test burst preceded by a 
low-frequency train (LOW-LOW), and (3) test burst pre- 
ceded by a high-frequency train (HIGH-LOW). The three 
parallel conditions for the high-frequency test burst were 
NC HIGH, HIGH-HIGH, and LOW-HIGH. In all cases 
lead and lag sounds were always identical in this experi- 
ment; shifts in frequency occurred between train and test 
bursts. 

Because the purpose of the experiment was to deter- 
mine whether the conditioning trains would increase the 
difficulty of localizing the lag signal relative to the same 
signal in isolation, it was again necessary to find delays 
which produced at least satisfactory discrimination perfor- 
mance for the NC condition. In this study, l:he delays were 
selected individually for each subject and each noise fre- 
quency by running preliminary tests on isolated noise 
bursts (NC condition) in blocks of 30 trials at a fixed 
delay. The adaptive procedure used for this purpose in 
experiment 1 was not used again because it was found to be 
time consuming and difficult for some listeners. Two new 
normal-hearing subjects and two subjects fi'om the experi- 
ment 1 participated in this study. One additional new sub- 

TABLE I. Echo thresholds for the isolated test noise (NC). 

Low-frequency High-frequency 
threshold (ms) threshold (ms) 

Experiment 2.--frequency 
RLF 7 10 

ROB 12 15 

NAM 14 15 

DAN 6 9 

Mean 9.75 12.25 

Low-intensity High-intensity 
Experiment: 3--intensity threshold (ms) threshold (ms) 
LRA 7 6 

KAC 7 8 

RKC 6 6 

DAN 5 5 

RLF 8 8 

GRE 12 12 

Mean 7.5 7.5 

ject began the preliminary testing, but was excluded be.- 
cause she could not discriminate between the two tesl; 

loudspeaker positions at long delays well above her thresh-- 
old for subjectively reporting hearing an echo. The new 
subjects (DAN, ROB) were first tested on a fixed-delay 
block at a long delay (18-20 ms) at which the echo was 
clearly audible in order to familiarize them with the task. 
This practice continued until greater than 90% correc•I 
performance was achieved. For subjects who had run in 
previous experiments (RLF, NAM), the first delay tested 
was closer to assumed threshold. For all subjects, the de.- 
lays were increased or decreased as necessary until perfor.- 
mance on 90 trials (three blocks) at a single delay yielded 
a d' in the range of 1.5 to 2.0. For each subject, the delays 
arrived at through this procedure were 1-3 ms larger for 
the high-frequency noise than the low-frequency noise (see 
Table I, top panel). However, during the main part of the 
experiment, the delay in the conditioning train always 
matched the delay of the test burst, even if the frequencies 
were different to prevent a confounding of frequency and 
delay effects when going from train to test bursts. 

Following the search for the appropriate test burst de.- 
lay, subjects were screened to exclude any who did not 
show buildup of echo suppression under presumably opti- 
mum conditions, i.e., HIGH-HIGH and LOW-LOW. Sin- 
gle 30-trial blocks were run for both of these conditions 
and the results compared to the relevant NC data obtained 
above. One subject (DDM), who participated in experi- 
ment 1, was excluded because the results with the condi- 
tioning trains were not different from the NC condition for 
either high- or low-frequency noises, indicating no buildup. 

In the: main part of the experiment, three 30-trial 
blocks were run for each of the six conditions, for a total of 
18 blocks. Blocks for all six conditions were run in a ran.- 

dom order once before being repeated twice more with new 
random orders. The 18 blocks typically required three ex.. 
perimental sessions. At the beginning of each session, sub.- 
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follow-up ANOVA compared the NC conditions (NC 
HIGH and NC LOW) with the train-test sequences that 
featured a frequency change (HIGH-LOW and LOW- 
HIGH). This comparison was highly significant [F(1,3) 
= 93.26, p < 0.002], indicating the buildup in echo suppres- 
sion was maintained across the shift in frequency. A 
second follow-up ANOVA found no difference between 
conditions when train and test bursts had the same fre- 

quency (HIGH-HIGH and LOW-LOW) versus different 
frequencies (HIGH-LOW and LOW-HIGH). This was 
further evidence that changes in frequency do not disrupt 
echo suppression. (Note: we did not test the remaining 
orthogonal comparison of NC conditions versus train-test 
sequences with the same frequency because subjects were 
screened to ensure that they had a difference in echo 
threshold for these conditions--see Sec. II A.) 

FIG. 2. Discrimination performance of subjects for the high-frequency 
test burst when the preceding train of noise bursts was lower (LH) or was 
the same (HH), compared to when the test burst was presented in iso- 
lation (NCH). Four subjects' data are plotted, along with the averaged 
data in the far right column with error bars. 

jects listened to 20 practice trials, ten each of NC HIGH 
and NC LOW. 

B. Results 

Discrimination performance (d') for each subject is 
plotted in Fig. 2 for the high test burst frequency and in 
Fig. 3 for the low test frequency. Average data are shown 
at the fight side of the figures. The location of the echo was 
easier to discriminate when the test burst was presented in 
isolation (NCH and NCL), regardless of whether the train 
was the same frequency or a different frequency. The data 
were analyzed in a 3 (condition)X2 (frequency) analysis 
of variance. A main effect of condition [F(2,6)=23.42, 
p<0.001] was the only significant source of variance. A 

RLF ROB NAM DAN MEAN 

[--] NCL ß HL [] LL [ 
FIG. 3. Discrimination performance of subjects for the low-frequency test 
bursts when the preceding train of noise bursts was higher (HL) or was 
the same (LL), compared to when the test burst was presented in isola- 
tion (NCL). Four subjects' data are plotted, along with the averaged data 
in the far right column with error bars. 

III. EXPERIMENT 3. CHANGE IN INTENSITY BETWEEN 
TRAIN AND TEST NOISE BURSTS 

As predicted, variation in frequency had no effect on 
the buildup in echo suppression produced by ongoing stim- 
ulation. In experiment 3 we varied intensity in a similar 
manner and again predicted this would not affect the 
buildup process because variations in intensity signal noth- 
ing new or improbable about the acoustic situation in the 
room. Such variations would be interpreted as intensity 
changes in the original sound source. In experiment 3 a test 
noise delay was selected for each subject that allowed easy 
discrimination of the echo. Again, we predicted that echo 
discriminability at this test noise delay would always be 
more difficult when preceded by a train, and that variations 
in intensity between train and test stimuli would have no 
effect on performance. 

A. Method 

As in experiment l, the stimuli were 4-ms segments of 
white noise shaped with linear 2-ms rise/fall durations. 
Presentation level was either at 50 dBC (HIGH) or 40 
dBC (LOW) as measured by equipment and procedures 
described previously. The design of the experiment, num- 
ber of blocks and trials, and screening and practice proce- 
dures were identical to those of experiment 2. The sole 
difference was that in the current experiment, HIGH and 
LOW refer to intensities rather than frequencies. When 
subjects were screened with the NC condition to determine 
their test noise delay, there were no differences in echo 
threshold for high- and low-intensity sounds (M=7.5 ms 
for both conditions; see Table I). 

Six subjects participated who met the criteria for 
normal-hearing described previously. Two additional sub- 
jects were screened; one was dropped because of no 
buildup and one because of failure to meet normal-hearing 
requirements. Of the six participants, RLF had partici- 
pated in both experiments 1 and 2. DAN had been a sub- 
ject in experiment 2. RKC and KAC participated for the 
first time in this set of studies, but had previous experience 
with similar stimuli and tasks. LRA and GRE were new 

subjects. 
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FIG. 4. Discrimination performance of subjects for the high-intensity test 
bursts when the preceding train of noise bursts was lower (LH) or was 
the same (HH), compared to when the test burst was presented in iso- 
lation (NCH). Six subjects' data are plotted with the averaged data in the 
far right column. 

B. Results 

Figures 4 and 5 display subjects's discrimination per- 
formance for the high- and low-intensity test noises, re- 
spectively. Across the three conditions, the intensity data 
show a similar pattern to that obtained for frequency vari- 
ations in experiment 2. As before, performance was always 
best when there was no conditioning train. A 3 
(condition) X 2 (intensity) analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) revealed a main effect of condition [F(2,10) 
=25.34, p<0.001]. A follow-up ANOVA comparing the 
NC conditions with the train-test conditions differing in 
intensity (HIGH-LOW and LOW-HIGH) indicated that 
echo direction was discriminated significantly better in the 
NC condition [F(1,5) = 23.07, p < 0.005]. The train-test se- 
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FIG. 5. Discrimination performance of subjects for the low-intensity test 
bursts when the preceding train of noise bursts was higher (HL) or was 
the same (LL), compared to when the test burst was presented in isola- 
tion (NCL). Six subjects' data are plotted with the averaged data in the 
far right column. 

quences with different intensities (HIGH-LOW and 
LOW-HIGH) were not different from those with the same 
intensities (HIGH-HIGH and LOW-LOW) [F(1,5) 
< 1.0]. No effect of test burst intensity was found. These 
results suggest that the buildup of echo suppression during 
the conditioning train is not broken down by a sudden 
intensity change between the train and test burst. 

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Three experiments tested the hypothesis that improb- 
able echoes would reset echo threshold to an unadaptecl 
level whereas "reasonable" or expected echoes would no•:. 
In the present experiments probable and improbable ech- 
oes were created by first presenting the listener with a train 
of lead-lag noise pairs that were immediately followed by a 
single instance of a test pair that differed in some way from 
the train. We hypothesized that expectations built-up dur- 
ing the repetitious train were either violated or confirmed 
on the test burst, with echo discriminability improved in 
the first case and not changed in the second case. 

An improbable echo was considered to be one that 
would occur rarely in natural surroundings, a circurn- 
stance implemented in experiment 1 by a delay between 
lead and lag that suddenly changed, specifying that the 
reflecting surface had moved either toward or away from 
the listener. Such an abrupt movement would be unusual in 
the listener's experience and was predicted to lower echo 
threshold relative to an expected echo. All subjects exhib- 
ited better discrimination of the echo on trials when the 

test burst delay was either shorter or longer than the train 
burst delay, compared to trials when the test and train 
burst delays were the same. Experiments 2 and 3 featured 
changes in the test burst that were not expected to violate 
the listener's expectations built-up during the train. Fre- 
quency (experiment 2) and intensity (experiment 3) 
changes were introduced between train and test bursts; 
these changes inform the listener that the sound source 
itself changed with regard to these acoustic properties. 
Such changes are not unusual and should be unsurprising 
to any listener. The key feature is not a test burst change 
per se, but a change that informs about the acoustic prop- 
erties of the room. 

The broader theoretical context for these findings 
grows out of Bregman's (1990) approach of trying to un- 
derstand how we construct reasonable auditory events to 
make up the "auditory scene." The traditional view of the 
precedence effect as an inhibitory process based on binau- 
ral cross correlation (e.g., Lindemann's model, 1986) ap- 
pears to be too limited. Rather, the precedence effect 
should be viewed as a complex decision-making process 
whose end product is the assignment of sounds to their 
apparent locations and objects. We are not the first to pro,- 
pose a role: for cognitive processes in the precedence effect. 
Halter et aL (1988), in discussing their findings on binau- 
ral adaptation, proposed that the precedence effect is "a 
case of sensory rivalry" (p. 670). Echoes present the lis- 
tener with conflicting sensory information about a sound's 
direction, a conflict that is usually resolved in favor of the 
first arriving wave front. They made an analogy between 
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precedence and ventriloquism, with echoes being "cap- 
tured" at the leading sound's location just as the voice gets 
captured by vision in ventriloquism. A second example of 
how the listener's expectations about the world influence 
decisions comes from Rakerd and Hartmann (1985). 
These authors developed a "plausibility hypothesis" to ex- 
plain results from time-intensity trade experiments. Their 
subjects appeared to weight interaural time cues less when 
they were extreme values, that is beyond the range that 
would be plausible for their head size. In these cases lis- 
teners weighted interaural intensity cues more heavily in 
their localization judgements, more or less discounting the 
"implausible" interaural time differences (ITDs). 

The hallmark that distinguishes Hafter et aL (1988; 
Hafter, 1984) and Rakerd and Hartmann (1985) from 
traditional views of the precedence effect is the proposal 
that localization of sound is a dynamic, interactive process 
that has input from higher cognitive levels. Our present 
data extend this view to include the assumption that lis- 
tener's expectations are influenced by information about 
the acoustic properties of the room carried in the echoes. 
These properties include the volume of the room, the 
placement and distance of reflecting surfaces and absor- 
bency of surfaces. We assume that expectations are 
built-up quickly and automatically by hearing sound pro- 
duced in the room. Several hypotheses emerge from this 
assumption. ( 1 ) Echo threshold should be a dynamic pro- 
cess, subject to change during an ongoing sound as infor- 
mation is evaluated. In support of this hypothesis Clifton 
and Freyman (1989) found that subjects who were in- 
structed to report continually on whether they heard an 
echo had systematic variations in threshold during a click 
train lasting several seconds. (2) Echo threshold should be 
lower at the beginning of a train than at the end (Clifton 
and Freyman, 1989; Freyman etal., 1991). (3) Echo 
threshold should be lower when changes in the ongoing 
echo signify either new properties of reflective surfaces in 
the room or unusual movements of these surfaces. The 

third hypothesis is the richest vein for experimental explo- 
ration because a wide variety of stimulus manipulations 
can be devised to test it. Current support for this hypoth- 
esis comes from a number of studies. Clifton (1987) re- 
ported that an abrupt switch in the lead and lag positions 
in an ongoing click train would disrupt echo suppression so 
that the listener heard clicks from both lead and lag sides 
for a few clicks, then localization of the lag click "faded 
out," leaving only the leading click. Clifton and Freyman 
(1989) quantified this effect by varying delay between lead 
and lag clicks and click rate. The breakdown in echo sup- 
pression produced by switching lead and lag positions can 
be predicted in terms of violating expectations. Before the 
switch the listener localizes the click train only on the 
leading side because the train is presented with a delay 
below echo threshold. Although it is not localized as a 
separate auditory event, the echo contributes to the per- 
ception of the lead click by influencing its timbre and ap- 
parent position. The abrupt switch in lead and lag positions 
surprises the listener by informing him or her that the 
reflective surface producing the echo has suddenly moved 

from one hemifield to the other. Blauert and Col (1992) 
found that if the switch in lead and lag positions was re- 
peated several times, subjects appeared to adjust to the 
switch and echo threshold was no longer lowered. The 
effect of repetition should lead subjects to expect this odd, 
but predictable movement of the echo. In this procedure 
the sound source also switched sides, but this may or may 
not be critical. We are accustomed to sound sources com- 

ing from a variety of locations in a room because sound can 
originate from any direction and is often produced by mov- 
ing objects (people, animals, bouncing balls, etc.). How- 
ever, most of the large reflective surfaces in a room (walls, 
ceiling, furniture, floor) are apt to remain stable. Further 
research is needed to determine the extent to which move- 

ment of the lead sound versus movement of the lag sound 
affects echo threshold, but at a minimum our expectation 
hypothesis predicts the lowering of echo threshold when 
both lead and lag are switched. 

Freyman etal. (1991, experiment 3) offered addi- 
tional confirmation of the hypothesis that only changes in 
the echo that signify new properties of reflective surfaces 
would lower echo threshold. Click trains were presented to 
subjects in three conditions: ( 1 ) brief noise bursts from the 
leading side only; (2) noise bursts from the lagging side 
only, and (3) bursts from both leading and lagging sides. 
The same test burst from lead and lag followed each type of 
train to assess the train's effect. Discrimination of the echo 

was most dincult when the echo was present during the 
train. When the train was composed of either lead only or 
lag only, echo threshold for the test bursts was 7-8 ms 
lower than when preceded by trains having both lead and 
lag present. During a train of single source sounds com- 
posed of either lead only or lag only, the expectation would 
be built-up that no reflecting surface was present (the sub- 
jects were run in an anechoic chamber). The test burst was 
a sudden disconfirmation in which an echo appeared where 
none had been heard before. We hypothesize that this dis- 
confirmation produced a lower echo threshold. 

The results from the present three experiments provide 
a final example of how expectations influence our percep- 
tion of echoes. Our general prediction was that any differ- 
ence between train and test bursts that signified an unex- 
pected change in reflective surfaces should affect echo 
threshold but that other changes would have little or no 
effect. This was confirmed in all three experiments. In ad- 
dition to the manipulations attempted here, many others 
can be suggested. For example, a rapid lateral movement of 
the lag sound should affect echo threshold, as did the sim- 
ulated movement in depth in experiment 1. Another inter- 
esting change would be an increase or decrease in intensity 
of the lag sound (suggested by Les Bernstein, 1992). Un- 
like the intensity difference in experiment 3 that specified a 
change in the sound source's intensity which did not affect 
echo threshold, a change in only the lag sound's intensity 
would simulate a change in absorbency of the reflecting 
surface and should affect echo threshold. A final consider- 

ation is that greater changes in frequency or intensity than 
were used in the present experiments might produce dif- 
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ferent results, although there is no a priori reason to expect 
this. 

In summary, our conceptualization of the precedence 
effect as a decision-making process that :is influenced by 
ongoing auditory stimulation in the room is a departure 
from previous descriptions of the phenomenon as a static 
echo suppression mechanism. It emphasizes the role of ex- 
perience in modulating the listener's perception, and fits 
generally with Bregman's (1990) and Handel's (1989) 
analysis of how listeners resolve ambiguous signals. One 
interesting developmental implication from our formula- 
tion is that very young organisms should not have echo 
suppression until they have accrued sufficient experience in 
spatial hearing. Neither human newborns (Clifton et al., 
1981; Clifton et al., 1984) nor newborn pulppies (Ashmead 
et al., 1986) orient their heads toward the leading side of a 
precedence effect sound, although human infants do orient 
toward a single source sound at birth and puppies do so 
around 2 weeks of age. Orientation toward the leading side 
of a precedence effect sound is seen around 16 weeks of age 
for infants and at sometime past 6 weeks for puppies. Once 
the infant has shown a basic ability to weight the leading 
sound stronger than the delayed sound, continuing changes 
in echo perception can be observed throughout infancy and 
the preschool years (Morrongiello et al., 1984; Litovsky, 
1991). While there are many possible reasons for these 
developmental changes in the precedence effect, at least the 
pattern shown during development does not contradict the 
role of experience proposed here. 
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